Accurate seasonal and trend forecasting of tourist arrivals is a very challenging task.
Introduction
Tourism is a comprehensive industry and an important driving force for economic development. It makes a considerable contribution to the development of national economies in the following aspects: industrial structure, social employment and investment environment. Furthermore, accurate forecasts of tourism arrivals provide crucial information for tourism safety emergency work, especially during peak tourist times. Scholars' research on tourism arrival forecasts has been in full swing in recent years. Tourism arrival forecasting methods can be broadly divided into four categories: time series models, econometric models, artificial intelligence techniques and qualitative methods (Sun et al. 2019) . Additionally, comparing the single model, the combination forecasts can considerably improve the performance of the forecast model, and no single forecasting method has been found to outperform all others in all situations (Shen et al. 2009 ). The performance of combination forecasts is associated with the performance consistency of the individual forecasts they include, and the inclusion of up to three individual forecasts is most likely to result in accurate combination forecasts (Shen et al. 2011) .
Considering the importance of seasonal and trend forecasting of tourist arrivals, limited research has previously focused on these arrivals. The accurate seasonal and trend forecasting of tourist arrivals is a very challenging task, and seasonal demand variations represent a central theme not only in the academic literature on tourism but also in the domains of policymaking and practical tourism management (Koenig-Lewis and Bischoff 2005) . Seasonality is one of the most important features of tourism demand and has important impacts on many aspects of the tourism industry.
Modeling seasonal variation in international tourism demand has become an important issue in tourism forecasting in recent years, and accurate forecasts of seasonal tourism demand are crucial for the formulation of effective marketing strategies and tourism policies for both the private and public sectors (Chen et al. 2017 ). Multiple kinds of research have attempted to use time series models and machine learning methods (usually one or two kinds), and there have been few attempts to combine both of them according to decomposed data features, such as trend, volatility and seasonal components.
In this study, a new adaptive multiscale ensemble (AME) learning approach incorporating variational mode decomposition (VMD) and least square support vector regression (LSSVR) is developed for short-, medium-, and long-term seasonal and trend forecasting of tourist arrivals. In the formulation of our developed AME learning approach, the original tourist arrival series are first decomposed into the trend, seasonal and remaining volatility components. Then, ARIMA is used to forecast the trend component, SARIMA is used to forecast the seasonal component with a 12month cycle, and LSSVR is used to forecast the remaining volatility components.
Finally, the forecasting results of the three components are aggregated to generate an ensemble forecast of tourist arrivals by the LSSVR-based nonlinear ensemble approach. Furthermore, a direct strategy is used to implement multistep-ahead forecasting.
Our research contributes to the tourism forecasting literature by proposing a decomposition-forecasting-integration ensemble learning approach based on the features of tourist arrival time series data. First, this article makes a detailed comparison and summary of the methodologies used in tourism demand forecast articles in the past ten years. Second, the decomposition-forecasting-integration ensemble learning method, which does not rely on other variables and greatly improves the forecasting performance, is applied to the work of tourism forecasting.
Third, we decomposed original tourist arrivals into trend, period, and volatility using VMD, which is a new adaptive signal processing method that has a good processing effect on nonstationary and nonlinear signals. Fourth, the AME method proposed in this article performs short-, medium-, and long-term forecasting of tourist arrivals and is empirically proven to have superior forecasting performance, which fully illustrates our AME learning approach's performance in forecasting for different durations of applicability.
Literature review
After decades of research on the tourism forecast literature, three main categories of quantitative forecasting methods have been identified: time series models, econometric approaches, and artificial intelligence (AI) models (Peng et al. 2014) .
Time series analysis is based on the time series data obtained by system observation.
It is a method for establishing mathematical models through curve fitting and parameter estimation. The advantage is that only a series of time series data is required because it cannot describe the impact factors. Econometric tools require considerable time and work to explain different impact factors, and the combination of econometric approaches with time series models has prevailed in recent studies (Cao et al. 2017; Fildes et al. 2011 ).
The adaptive ensemble learning approach we propose is a comprehensive methodology based on the idea of combination forecasts. The main idea is to complete learning tasks by constructing and combining multiple learners. Ensemble learning often achieves significantly better generalization performance than a single learner. Therefore, combining forecasts based on different methods or data has emerged as one of the most important methods for improving forecasting performances. The combination of quantitative and judgmental forecasts adds a promising dimension to forecasting and has been a key research area over the past three decades (Song et al. 2013) . The combination forecasts model is more accurate in tourism forecasts than the single model. Some research results suggest that, overall, combination forecasts can improve forecast model performance, as they are superior to the best individual forecasts (Coshall and Charlesworth 2011; Shen et al. 2008) ; minimally, all the combined forecasts are not outperformed by the worst single model forecasts (Wong et al. 2007) . Although combination forecast models have a longestablished position in forecasting, nonlinear combination models are comparatively rare. Some studies consider a set of nonlinear combination forecast models to have better forecasting accuracy performance (Cang 2014; Wong et al. 2006 ). Some researchers have noted the volatility of forecast tourism demand and used volatility models to analyze the impact of negative shocks (Coshall 2009 ).
Seasonal demand variations represent an important status in both academic
researchers and policymakers (Koenig-Lewis and Bischoff 2005) , and there are a variety of models describing seasonal factors. Before the rise of big data, econometric methods and time series models were widely used to forecast seasonal tourism trends based on monthly or quarterly time series data (Chu 2008; Gil-Alana et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2018; Song and Witt 2006) , and empirical studies provide a comparison of the performance of commonly used econometric and time series models in forecasting seasonal tourism demand (Shen et al. 2009 ). The empirical results suggest that no single forecasting technique is superior to others in all situations.
Econometrics are also used in tourism forecasting along with time series models (Gil-Alana et al. 2008; . However, because of the more difficult model factors of econometrics and the time cost, time series models are currently the more commonly used models in tourism forecasting, and time series models also show superior performance in dealing with seasonality. Several works have used time series models and econometrics to forecast tourism, and most of the forecast targets are tourist arrivals (du Preez and Witt 2003; . Some papers used aggregated machine learning models to overcome the difficulty of forecasting and improve forecasting performance (Palmer et al. 2006; Shen et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2012) . From these studies, it can be seen that in the comparison of seasonal tourism demand forecasting, econometric models and time series models have advantages.
Econometric models are good at explaining the effects of economic variables, while time series models have better fitting performance.
Artificial intelligence models can also capture seasonal trends in tourism well;
hence, in recent years, an increasing number of scholars have applied artificial intelligence (AI) technology to the field of tourism forecasts. AI forecasting models, including neural networks, rough sets theory, fuzzy time series theory, gray theory, genetic algorithms, and expert systems, tend to perform better than traditional forecasting methods (Peng et al. 2014) . Research integrates AI, such as rough set theory, to capture useful information from a set of raw hybrid data and discover knowledge from the data in the form of decision rules (Goh and Law 2003) .
Additionally, SVR with GA has been used in tourism demand forecasting compared with Back Propagation Neural Network(BPNN) and ARIMA (Chen and Wang 2007) , as well as the use of gray theory and fuzzy time series, which do not need large samples and long past time series to estimate tourist arrivals (Wang 2004) . Combining AI models to obtain accurate forecasting results is becoming prevalent in recent studies.
Time series models are also combined with artificial intelligence (AI) models to predict the number of tourist arrivals, such as nonlinear dynamics in a time series of airport arrivals, which proves that the reconstruction approach offers better results in sign prediction and the learning approach in point prediction (Olmedo 2016) . Some researchers have used a hybrid intelligent method to combine original time series data with AI models, which also presents superior performance (Kim et al. 2010; Li et al. 2018; Shahrabi et al. 2013) . Some scholars compared time series models with AI models in tourism forecasting and found that no single model can provide the best forecasts for any country in the short, medium and long run (Hassani et al. 2017) . This shows that the integrated model can combine the advantages of the time series model with the AI model, which can greatly improve the work of tourism forecasting. Some scholars combined the characteristics of big data, added the Internet search index to the variables that affect the effect of tourism forecasting, combined AI models and time series models to make travel forecasts, and obtained better forecasting results (Gunter and Önder 2016; Pan et al. 2012; Pan and Yang 2016; Yang et al. 2015) .
However, at present, most of the research combines AI and time series, but none of the original time series data decomposition and analysis integrated approaches, and therefore does not work well in the applicability of their tools.
To further illustrate the methodology of tourism forecasting in recent years, specific details and applicable tools are shown in Table 1 . As shown in the table, the forecasting body, methodology, and parameters for evaluating the forecast performance of each article are listed in detail. It seems that the arrival of tourists is an important indicator of tourism demand. In recent years, a large number of articles using artificial intelligence methods have emerged, as well as studies combining time series models with AI methodologies. In artificial intelligence research, many articles apply neural network methods. The data frequency is mainly monthly or quarterly.
Overall, there were two main limitations in the previous studies related to forecasting tourism demand with AI and time series models. First, most literature only uses one or two AI or time series models, the applicability of each model is limited, and conflicting conclusions still exist regarding which models generate the most accurate forecasts under different conditions. Each method has its advantages in dealing with a particular problem, but none is universally superior (Peng et al. 2014) .
Second, most studies do not consider the data features, such as the trend and the seasonality of the data, resulting in AI or time series models that do not work well in the applicability of their tools. To compensate for the literature gaps shown above, a new adaptive multiscale ensemble (AME) learning approach incorporating variational mode decomposition (VMD) and least square support vector regression (LSSVR) is developed for short-, medium-, and long-term seasonal and trend forecasting of tourist arrivals. autoregressive distributed lag model (ADLM); phase-space reconstruction (PSR); modular genetic-fuzzy forecasting system (MGFFS); structural time series model (BSM); recurrent singular spectrum analysis (RSSA) model; factor-augmented vector autoregression (FAVAR); Akaike information criterion (AIC); log likelihood value (LL); Schwarz Bayesian criterion (SBC); mean absolute deviation (MAD); self-exciting threshold autoregression models (SETAR); mean error (ME); mean percentage error (MPE); generalized dynamic factor model ( 
Related methodology
Before presenting our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach, we introduce some methods used in this approach.
Variational mode decomposition
Variational mode decomposition (VMD) is an effective signal processing technique proposed by Dragomiretskiy (Dragomiretskiy and Zosso 2014) . VMD has been widely used in practical applications. Previous literature has shown the beneficial power of VMD in the signal denoising field against other signal decomposition algorithms, such as wavelet transform (WT) and empirical mode decomposition (EMD). The main purpose of VMD is to divide the original signal y into k discrete band-limited modes, where each mode is required to compact around a center pulsation k  determined along with the decomposition process. The bandwidth of each mode k y can be obtained by the following procedures: (1) to obtain a unilateral frequency spectrum, we compute the associated analytic signal for each mode k y using the Hilbert transform;
(2) to shift the mode's frequency spectrum to baseband, we combine with an exponential tuned to the respective estimated center frequency; (3) 
where  is the balancing parameter of the data-fidelity constraint,  denotes the 
Autoregressive integrated moving average
The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) developed by Box and Jenkins (1970) is the most widely used time series model. The process to build this model was designed to take advantage of associations in the sequentially lagged relationships that usually exist in data collected periodically. The general form of the ARIMA mode is as follows:
where t
x is the actual value at time t ; t  is the error term and
. Therefore, the model is summarized as ARIMA (p,d,q), and the three parameters p , d and q in ARIMA (p,d,q) are determined by the model information criterion, such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC). 
Seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average
is a stationary autoregressive moving average (ARMA) process defined by the expression as follows:
where B is the backshift operator defined by a t t a B X X  
identically and normally distributed with mean zero, variance 2  ; and
The parameters p and P represent the nonseasonal and seasonal autoregressive polynomial order, respectively, and the parameters q and Q represent the nonseasonal and seasonal moving average polynomial order, respectively. As discussed above, the parameter d represents the order of normal differencing, and the parameter D represents the order of seasonal differencing.
From a practical perspective, fitted seasonal ARIMA models provide linear state transition equations that can be applied recursively to produce single and multiple interval forecasts. Furthermore, seasonal ARIMA models can be readily expressed in state space form, thereby allowing adaptive Kalman filtering techniques to be employed to provide a self-tuning forecast model.
Multilayer perceptron neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have become a widely used technique for exploring the dynamics of a variety of financial applications. Since foreign exchange markets are highly volatile, nonlinear and irregular, several neural networks have been applied to forecast foreign exchange rates, such as a multilayer perceptron (MLP), a radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) and a recurrent neural network (RNN).
The multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network makes a complex mapping from inputs onto appropriate outputs and thus enables the network to approximate almost any nonlinear function even with one hidden layer. The relationship between the input variables ( 12 , , , forecasting results. One challenge is to determine the number of neurons in each layer, the number of hidden layers, momentum parameters, and learning rates. To explore the optimal architecture of MLP networks, these parameters can be determined utilizing trial and error or particle swarm optimization algorithms. MLP networks can be utilized for foreign exchange rate modeling and forecasting. However, it is difficult to identify the optimal input size. The underlying economic theory is used to help determine the optimal input size. In this study, we use the autoregressive model to identify the input size.
Least square support vector machine
The support vector machine (SVM) originally proposed by Cortes and Vapnik (1995) is based on statistical learning theory and the principle of structural risk minimization, which possesses good performance even for small samples. However, it is time consuming and leads to high computational costs when dealing with a largescale problem. Hence, Suykens and Vandewalle (1999) proposed the least square support vector regression (LSSVR).
The basic idea of support vector regression (SVR) is to map the original data into a high-dimensional feature space and perform a linear regression in the space. It can be expressed as follows:
where   It can be transformed into the following optimization problem:
where C denotes the penalty parameter and . . , 1, 2, ,
where t e denotes the slack variable. Generally, the parameters of SVR and LSSVR have a considerable influence on the accuracy of the regression estimation. Therefore, 5-fold cross-validation is employed to automatically select the optimal parameters of SVR and LSSVR in this study. 
The framework of the adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach
where ˆt h y  is the h-step-ahead forecasted value at time t , t y is the actual value at time t , and l denotes the lag orders that are selected by autocorrelation and partial correlation analysis.
The framework of our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach is shown in Fig. 1 . Our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach mainly consists of four steps as follows:
Step 1. A mode number fluctuation algorithm is used to determine the number k of modes.
Step 2 is decomposed into k modes via the VMD method.
Step 3. Each mode series is forecasted by using ARIMA, SARIMA, and LSSVR.
Step 4. The forecasting results of all extracted modes are fused to generate a final forecasting result ˆt y , using LSSVR as an ensemble learning method. Fig. 1 The framework of our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach.
Empirical study
In this section, there are two main problems: (1) to evaluate the performance of our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach for tourist arrival forecasting and (2) 
Data descriptions and evaluation criteria
In Table 2 . The detailed data are not listed here but can be accessed from the wind database or obtained from the authors. Table 3 provides the descriptive statistics of the two tourist arrival data. We see the difference in the statistical features among the subsets. Specifically, these analyses
show that the fluctuation of tourist arrival time series is unstable. Skewness analysis was adopted to depict the symmetry of the subset; the greater the absolute skewness value is, the more obvious the asymmetry. Additionally, kurtosis was measured to depict the steepness of the subset. For kurtosis, values greater than 0 indicate that the distribution of the dataset is steeper than the standard Gaussian distribution; in contrast, values less than 0 indicate that the distribution of the subset series is less steep than the standard Gaussian distribution; moreover, if the value is equal to 0, then it shows that variables have the same distribution as the standard Gaussian distribution. 
where ˆt y and t y denote the forecast value and the actual value, respectively, and 
Empirical results
To verify the superiority of our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach, there are eight forecasting models built and used as benchmarks (i.e., five single models including the autoregressive integrated moving averaging (ARIMA) model, seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) model, multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network, support vector regression (SVR) and least square SVR (LSSVR), and three decomposition ensemble learning approaches including VMD-MLP, VMD-SVR, and VMD-LSSVR. The reasons for choosing these benchmarks are as follows: (1) ARIMA is a very popular benchmark model employed by Sun et al. (2017) . (2) SARIMA has a noticeable impact on tourist arrival forecasting as one of the periodical and seasonal models presented in the econometrics literature (Brooks, 2014) and has shown its superiority in modeling tourist arrivals. Regarding the VMD algorithm, the optimal mode number is set to three using the difference between the center frequencies of the adjacent subseries, as the center frequency is closely related to the decomposition results of VMD (Dragomiretskiy and Zosso 2014) . The VMD algorithm is implemented using the VMD package in MATLAB 2017a software. The lag orders for tourist arrivals in machine learning models are determined using a partial mutual information method (maximum embedding order d=24). By this means, a short-term nonlinear dependency can be learned between the input and output data.
Using the research design mentioned above, forecasting experiments for tourist arrivals were conducted. Accordingly, the forecasting performances of all of the examined models were evaluated through the two accuracy measures. Beijing city and Hainan province, respectively. However, the coefficients between the original tourist arrival series and trend component reach a high level of more than 0.74 and 0.93 for Beijing city and Hainan province, respectively. Additionally, the variance in the periodic component accounts for more than 31.04% of the total volatility of the observed tourist arrival data. The highest value is more than 86%. As
Shen (Shen et al. 2009 ) noted, the periodic component is often considered the longterm behavior trend of tourist arrival flows. The results of the above tables show that our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach is the best approach for tourist arrival forecasting among all forecasting horizons (h-step-ahead, i.e., h=1,3,6) for two destinations relative to the other eight benchmark models under study. It is conceivable that the reason behind the inferiority of the LSSVR, SVR, and MLP relative to our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach is that there three pure artificial intelligence techniques cannot model periodic components directly, corresponding with the works of Shen et al. 2009 . Therefore, prior data processing, such as time series decomposition, is critical and necessary for building a better forecaster, which is implemented as our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach under study.
Additionally, the empirical results of all forecasting models under study show that the ARIMA and SARIMA models are consistently the worst forecasts for each tourist arrival, using the evaluation criteria and forecasting horizons. It is conceivable that the reason behind the inferiority of the ARIMA and SARIMA is that it is a class of typical linear models and cannot capture nonlinear patterns in tourist arrivals.
To further verify through statistical measures whether our proposed approach produces forecasts that are statistically significant and superior to other benchmarks, we employ the Diebold-Mariano (DM) (1995) statistic for forecasting accuracy, while the mean square error (MSE) is considered as the loss function (for more details on the test, see Diebold and Mariano, 1995) . The DM statistic test is applied in the outof-sample period of the two tourist arrivals series and three forecasting horizons.
Tables 8-10 summarize the results of the DM statistic. 
Discussions
Overall, from the above analysis of the empirical results obtained in this study, some interesting findings can be drawn as follows.
(1) LSSVR performs better than all other single benchmark models.
(2) Through the comparison between the VMDbased multiscale ensemble approach and their corresponding single model, the VMDbased multiscale ensemble approach is the winner. This means that mode decomposition of the tourist arrival time series before further forecasting can effectively improve the forecasting performance for tourist arrival forecasting. (3) Due to the highly nonlinear and periodic patterns in the tourist arrival series, AI-based nonlinear models are more suitable for forecasting time series with periodic volatility than linear models. (4) Our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach is consistently the best approach relative to all other benchmark models understudied for tourist arrival forecasting utilizing statistical accuracy and forecasting horizons.
(5) Our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach can be regarded as a promising framework for forecasting time series with highly periodic volatility.
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to accurately forecast seasonal and trend tourism arrivals. The main idea of our new adaptive multiscale ensemble (AME) learning approach is as follows: (1) First, we apply the VMD decomposition method to divide the original tourist arrival time series into trend, periodic and volatility components.
(2) Each mode series is forecasted by using ARIMA, SARIMA, and LSSVR. (3) The forecasting results of all extracted modes are fused to generate a final forecasting result using LSSVR as an ensemble learning method. The experimental results suggest that the VMD-based multiscale ensemble approach has the best performance, and our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach is consistently the best relative to all other benchmark models understudied for tourist arrival forecasting utilizing statistical accuracy and forecasting horizons.
Our study can provide some managerial insights. First, from the perspective of practitioners, it is very important to determine whether the model predicts the change in direction as expected. Our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach can be regarded as a promising framework for forecasting time series with periodic volatility. In other words, the results of the Pesaran-Timmermann (PT) statistic test tell us that our proposed model can assist practitioners in making correct decisions to respond to the need for emergency management of tourism safety. After the PT statistic test, it shows that our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach is the superior model using statistical efficiency. Second, tourism forecasting, especially tourist demand, is of great significance to national tourism security emergency management. The time series of tourism contains information on tourist behaviors, and its periodicity and seasonality have a great influence on forecasting models. Therefore, the decomposition work based on the original time series data proposed in this paper fundamentally determines the correct choice of subsequent models, and the forecasting accuracy of the combination forecast is very superior.
In addition to tourist arrival forecasting, our proposed adaptive multiscale ensemble learning approach can be regarded as a promising framework for forecasting time series with highly periodic volatility, including stock trend forecasting, crude oil price forecasting, and exchange rate forecasting.
However, this study has some limitations since it only focuses on univariate time series analysis without considering other factors affecting tourist arrivals. If those factors are integrated into our proposed approach, the forecasting performance may be improved. In addition, we use LSSVR, a nonlinear AI model, to integrate the forecasting results. According to the study of Shen (Shen et al. 2008) , the performance of ensemble learning is affected by the features of each base learner. Our future research intends to select different integrated learners to improve the forecasting accuracy of the combined forecasts.
